The flow over a sharp flat plate with a finite leading edge angle located in a rarefied hypersonic flow has been investigated numerically with the direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method using the Dynamic Molecular Collision (DMC) Model based on Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation of nitrogen molecules. The results of the two-dimensional numerical simulations of the zero leading edge angle plate agree fairly well with the experimental results [Lengrand, J.C. et al. (1992) ] in the middle cross section of the span direction. Thus to investigate much more precisely about the detailed physical phenomena in the rarefied hypersonic flow over the sharp flat plate, the three-dimensional numerical simulations have been made. At first, to compare with two-dimensional simulation, the effect of the existence of the finite leading edge angle -"the leading edge effect", and the effect of the three-dimensional flow structure due to the side edge of the plate -"the finite span effect" are investigated. From these numerical simulations, the flow field around the plate is shown three-dimensionally, and the effects are evaluated to determine the three-dimensional flow structure over the plate.
INTRODUCTION
Many researchers have investigated the rarefied hypersonic flows around space vehicles with respect to the nonequilibrium characteristics. The external flow field and the boundary layer growth around a body of given shape have the mutual interaction called viscous interaction. This viscous interaction affects the flight characteristics of the vehicles. Thus it is important to analyse this phenomenon. In rarefied regime, the shock wave and the boundary layer "merge" near a leading edge, and in that region, it becomes difficult to distinguish the shock wave from the boundary layer. This region is called the merged layer. A strong nonequilibrium between translational and internal degrees of freedom of molecules could be observed in this region. However the nonequilibrium in the merged layer has not been discussed in detail.
In numerical simulations, the direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method [1] is widely used to simulate the rarefied gas flows. The gas-gas interaction model has very important role in this method. To investigate nonequilibrium between the translational and the internal energy of diatomic molecules, the relaxation of the internal degrees of freedom should be simulated in detail. Thus the molecular collisions, which is micro-scale phenomena, and the macro-scale phenomena of the flow field around a body of given shape, should be treated at one time, because micro-scale phenomena affect macro-scale phenomena and vice versa. The analysis should be done over multi scales, micro to macro. Thus the Dynamic Molecular Collision (DMC) model [2] is chosen as the collision model. The DMC model is derived from a lot of Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations of diatomic molecule (N 2 ) two-body collisions. It is the statistical model based on micro-scale phenomena for the macro-scale analysing method. The schematic diagram of their relations is shown in Fig.l .
To make the analysis easier, a sharp flat plate is chosen as an object. The another reason of deciding an object is that there exists the experimental result [3] . To investigate the merged layer in detail, the numerical simulation is made and compared with the experimental result. There are two elements that could affect the three-dimensional flow structure around the object -the finite leading edge angle and the existence of the side edge of the plate. Thus three-dimensional and two-dimensional numerical simulations have made and compared to investigate these effects -the leading edge effect and the finite span effect. 
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NUMERICAL METHOD AND CONDITIONS
To make numerical simulations, the DSMC method is applied. In the DSMC method, relaxation of diatomic molecules in nonequilibrium flow is the state of art. From the view of the multi scale analysis, the DMC model, which is derived from a lot of MD simulations of diatomic molecules (N2) two-body collisions, is chosen as a collision model of diatomic molecules. The collision frequency is calculated with Null-Collision method [4] . For the gas-surface interaction, the diffuse model is applied as the conclusion of Ref. 5 .
The flow conditions and the plate sizes are same as those of experiment in Ref. 3 , and listed in table 1. The coordinate is taken as Fig.l . Almost all over the plate belongs to the merged layer regime in this condition.
The numerical simulation is made with four ways. a) 2-dimensional with zero leading edge angle (infinitely thin plate approximation) b) 2-dimensional with finite leading edge angle c) 3-dimensional with zero leading edge angle (infinitely thin plate approximation) d) 3-dimensional with finite leading edge angle Three-dimensional calculation needs too much memory and time. Thus three-dimensional case is simulated with parallel computing. 
To make numerical simulations, the DSMC method is applied. In the DSMC method, relaxation of diatomic molecules in nonequilibrium flow is the state of art. From the view of the multi scale analysis, the DMC model, which is derived from a lot of MD simulations of diatomic molecules (N 2 ) two-body collisions, is chosen as a collision model of diatomic molecules. The collision frequency is calculated with Null-Collision method [4] . For the gas-surface interaction, the diffuse model is applied as the conclusion of Ref. 5 .
The flow conditions and the plate sizes are same as those of experiment in Ref. 3 , and listed in table1. The coordinate is taken as Fig.1 . Almost all over the plate belongs to the merged layer regime in this condition.
PARALLEL COMPUTING
It takes much time and computing cost when three-dimensional simulation is done. Thus parallel computing is applied to that case. The three-dimensional DSMC code is modified with MPI (Message Passing Interface) library. When there is a need to transfer data from one process to another process, the data is restructured as a matrix and total transfer data length is shorten.
The parallel computers are Hitachi SR2201, IBM RS/6000 SP-2, Visual Technology Alpha-21164A 600MHz. The last computer is not parallel machine, but workstation cluster, which are connected with 100Base-TX Ethernet network. The computing time to calculate speed up is only CPU time. It does no include I/O process. Almost all cases, the linear speed-ups are achieved. From this result, this DSMC parallel computing code shows very good performance and does not depend on the system nor architectures of the machine.
This parallel computation is used for the three-dimensional simulation written below.
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This parallel computation is used for the three-dimensional simulation written below. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To compare the experimental results and the numerical results, it is better that the condition of the numerical simulation is simple. Thus ordinary simulation is made with some approximations. In this case, the hypersonic rarefied gas flows around the flat plate could be simulated with two-dimensional infinitely thin plate condition. Now, from the view of the multi scale analysis, the validity of numerical simulation is checked.
Four cases are simulated on the same condition as the experiment [3] -a) 2-dimensional with zero leading edge angle (infinitely thin plate approximation) b) 2-dimensional with finite leading edge angle c) 3-dimensional with zero leading edge angle (infinitely thin plate approximation) d) 3-dimensional with finite leading edge angle. At first, the density distributions of one case of the results of three-dimensional numerical simulation with finite leading edge angle are shown in Fig.4 . From them, the special density distributions become clear and the size of the leading edge effect and the finite span effect might be appears.
To determine the size of three-dimensional effects -e.g. the leading edge effect and the finite span effect, the density contours of the flow field are compared between four cases (Fig.5) . From the left side four contours, not a large difference could be seen. But the right side contours of the cross-sections at X/L = \.5 shows different distribution around Z/L = 1.0, where the side edge of the plate exists. The difference of the contour map should be the effect of boundary condition that is applied to the numerical simulation. The comparison is made at the middle cross section of the span Z/L = 0.0, thus it is not affect the conclusion. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To determine the size of three-dimensional effects -e.g. the leading edge effect and the finite span effect, the density contours of the flow field are compared between four cases (Fig.5) . From the left side four contours, not a large difference could be seen. But the right side contours of the cross-sections at
, where the side edge of the plate exists. The difference of the contour map should be the effect of boundary condition that is applied to the numerical simulation. The comparison is made at the middle cross section of the span
, thus it is not affect the conclusion. Now quantitative comparisons between four cases and experimental results [3] are made to determine the size of the effects. Density profiles over the plate at X/L = 1.5 , pressure profiles on the plate at Z/L = 0, heat transfer rate profiles on the plate at Z/L = 0 are compared in Fig.6 . The pressure means the normal stress Fn deduced from molecular momentum exchange, not thermodynamic pressure p. It is same treatment as Ref. 3 . From them, several things could be apparent. The density profiles show very good agreement between experimental results and numerical results. The properties on the plate agree well near the leading edge but large discrepancy could be seen in most part of the downstream region. The profile of the experimental pressure shows a trend of discontinuity. And it is very rarefied condition on and near the plate. Thus the results of experiment and numerical simulation agree well in reasonable way for this condition.
Comparisons should be done between numerical results in the next step. From the figures, it is clear that the discrepancy between four lines is not so large as that between experimental result and numerical result. But to see much more closely, it appears that four lines are separated to two sets, continuous and dotted line, not triangle and diamond-shaped markers. It means that two-dimensional and three-dimensional results do not show any discrepancy and zero degrees leading edge angle and finite leading edge angle simulation result different in the cross section of 769 are compared in Fig.6 . The pressure means the normal stress Fn deduced from molecular momentum exchange, not thermodynamic pressure p. It is same treatment as Ref. 3 . From them, several things could be apparent. The density profiles show very good agreement between experimental results and numerical results. The properties on the plate agree well near the leading edge but large discrepancy could be seen in most part of the downstream region. The profile of the experimental pressure shows a trend of discontinuity. And it is very rarefied condition on and near the plate. Thus the results of experiment and numerical simulation agree well in reasonable way for this condition.
Comparisons should be done between numerical results in the next step. From the figures, it is clear that the discrepancy between four lines is not so large as that between experimental result and numerical result. But to see much more closely, it appears that four lines are separated to two sets, continuous and dotted line, not triangle and diamond-shaped markers. It means that two-dimensional and three-dimensional results do not show any discrepancy and zero degrees leading edge angle and finite leading edge angle simulation result different in the cross section of the centre of the plate in span direction. This means that the leading edge effect could be affect the flow field. But in this condition, the external flow is rarefied to Kn=0.047, hypersonic to M-20.2 and the leading edge angle is small as 20 deg. and the aspect ratio is 7. All of them make these effects small. Thus it could be concluded that the leading edge effect and the finite span effect is negligible in this condition. The leading edge effect is larger than the finite span effect. But the leading edge effect could be negligible around the angle 20 deg. as Ref. But it is clear that without the middle cross section of the span direction, the flow field is different from the result of two-dimensional simulation. To see these three-dimensional effects, the contour maps of the pressure and heat transfer rate on the plate are shown in fig.7 . It is interesting that the region of high value in maps is narrow toward the leeward of the plate. It is because the external flow passed the side edge affect the flow over the plate. The Heat transfer rate contour map shows that the heat transfer is much larger around the side edge. In Fig.5 -right side of case d) 3D with leading edge angle 20deg. of cross section at X/L = 1.5 , the density around the side edge is higher. It shows another proof that the flow from the side edge affects the flow field over the plate.
The three-dimensional flow structure becomes apparent with the investigation of the three-dimensional numerical simulation.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The rarefied hypersonic flows over a sharp flat plate have been investigated with the 3D DSMC numerical simulations. From them, the flow field around the plate has been shown three-dimensionally. From the comparison between numerical and experimental result, the validity of the numerical simulation is confirmed, though there is discrepancy between them. To compare the four cases of the numerical simulations, the leading edge effect and the finite span effect are investigated. These effects could be negligible in the condition here, because of rarefaction, hypersonic flow, small leading edge angle, and large aspect ratio. The leading edge effect is much lager than the finite span effect. The approximation of the two-dimensional flow could be applied to this condition. From the profiles on the plate from the three-dimensional numerical simulation, the three-dimensional flow structure over the plate is affected. The three-dimensional flow structure over the plate is analysed. the centre of the plate in span direction. This means that the leading edge effect could be affect the flow field. But in this condition, the external flow is rarefied to Kn=0.047, hypersonic to M=20.2 and the leading edge angle is small as 20 deg. and the aspect ratio is 1. All of them make these effects small. Thus it could be concluded that the leading edge effect and the finite span effect is negligible in this condition. The leading edge effect is larger than the finite span effect. But the leading edge effect could be negligible around the angle 20 deg. as Ref. 7 . In Ref.7, the leading edge angle is set as 15, 30, 45, 60 and 80 deg. It is concluded there that only the case 15 deg., the properties on the plate is not affected. Thus in the middle cross section of the span direction, the flow could be treated with the approximation of the two-dimensional flow.
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But it is clear that without the middle cross section of the span direction, the flow field is different from the result of two-dimensional simulation. To see these three-dimensional effects, the contour maps of the pressure and heat transfer rate on the plate are shown in fig.7 . It is interesting that the region of high value in maps is narrow toward the leeward of the plate. It is because the external flow passed the side edge affect the flow over the plate. The Heat transfer rate contour map shows that the heat transfer is much larger around the side edge. In , the density around the side edge is higher. It shows another proof that the flow from the side edge affects the flow field over the plate.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The rarefied hypersonic flows over a sharp flat plate have been investigated with the 3D DSMC numerical simulations. From them, the flow field around the plate has been shown three-dimensionally. From the comparison between numerical and experimental result, the validity of the numerical simulation is confirmed, though there is discrepancy between them. To compare the four cases of the numerical simulations, the leading edge effect and the finite span effect are investigated. These effects could be negligible in the condition here, because of rarefaction, hypersonic flow, small leading edge angle, and large aspect ratio. The leading edge effect is much lager than the finite span effect. The approximation of the two-dimensional flow could be applied to this condition. From the profiles on the plate from the three-dimensional numerical simulation, the three-dimensional flow structure over the plate is affected. The three-dimensional flow structure over the plate is analysed.
